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Summary

Refer to
Page No

GARD has major concerns over the adequacy of the conclusions of the Plan and the evidence
that underpins it. We think that many changes need to be made to the Plan before it is finalised.
The required changes are of a magnitude that would justify further public consultation. In our
opinion, the plan contains flaws which need to be investigated by the Environment Agency and
Ofwat. Our seven main concerns are:
1. We think that the deployable output of London’s supplies may have been under-estimated
by as much as 200 Ml/d. Our concerns have been repeatedly expressed to Thames Water,
but they have not been adequately addressed.

4

2. We think the deployable output and operating costs of the Severn transfer schemes are
incorrect:




TW appear to have ignored the Public Inquiry Inspector’s finding that the Lower Thames
Control Diagram needs to be modified for any option that changes the flow
characteristics of the River Thames. Consequently, we think deployable outputs of the
unsupported Severn transfer options are under-estimated by about 50%.

19

21

The operating costs of most of the Severn transfer options appear to be over-estimated
by a factor of about 10, grossly distorting comparisons with other options.

3. With corrected deployable outputs and operating costs, the unsupported Severn transfer
options are about half the AISC cost of the effluent re-use option proposed by TW.

38

4. Thames Water have not yet assessed the viability of the transfer schemes offered by Severn
Trent Water and United Utilities in response to their advertisement in the Official Journal of
the European Union. We believe that, when properly assessed as feasible options, these
transfer schemes will offer benefits both as short term options and as major options, if
required in future. They should be investigated as feasible options for the final Plan.

28

5. TW’s proposed reduction in bulk transfer to Essex & Suffolk Water should be larger and
should continue throughout the Plan period, making better use of the enlargement of
Abberton reservoir and the Ely Ouse to Essex transfer system.

29

6. The proposed £75 million of NPV expenditure on demand management in the Thames
Valley zones will unnecessarily increase the surpluses in these zones, but will reduce
deployable output of London’s supplies, perhaps by about 30 Ml/d. This would generate a
need for a replacement source of 30 Ml/d, probably a re-use scheme, giving a total NPV cost
of the order of £200 million for virtually no benefit.

34

7. TW’s Strategic Direction Statement says TW will achieve industry average leakage. However
the dWRMP does not do that. Having reduced leakage by 309 Ml/d in the last 8 years TW
only plan to reduce it by another 53 Ml/d by 2020 and no more thereafter.

8

We also have numerous points of detail that, in combination, could affect the direction of the
Plan. These include the costs of the Oxford canal and Essex & Suffolk Water transfer options, the
choice of the option to meet deficits in SWOX zone and the allowances for outage.
With corrected values for various costs and deployable outputs for schemes that we have
proposed, and accepting TW’s forecast deficit, the Preferred Plan for London would become:
1

Refer to
Page No
Benefit

Date

TW’s preferred demand management programme for
London – leakage, metering and water efficiency

100 Ml/d
25 Ml/d

AMP6
AMP7

Reduction in bulk transfer to Essex & Suffolk Water

45 Ml/d

2015

Tariffs and behavioural change in London

70 Ml/d

2020

Oxford canal transfer

17 Ml/d

2024

Transfers from Wessex Water and Henley zone, via SWOX

15 Ml/d

2024

Aquifer recharge at Kidbrooke

5 Ml/d

2024

100 Ml/d unsupported Severn transfer

64 Ml/d

2030

Re-use scheme (or transfer from Severn Trent)

30 Ml/d

2035

We are proposing that TW’s proposed 150 Ml/d Beckton re-use scheme should be
replaced by a larger reduction in transfer to Essex & Suffolk Water, the various other
transfer schemes and a 30 Ml/d re-use scheme. In the Thames Valley, we are proposing
imports into SWOX zone from Wessex Water and Henley zone, with less demand
management. We estimate that this would provide at least a £300 million saving in NPV
costs, compared to Thames Water’s Preferred Plan.

41

41

Our proposal would provide three strategic advantages:
1. “New” water would be brought into the Thames through the Severn-Thames, Oxford
canal and Wessex transfers. Any new water into the catchment is a strategic benefit.
It also provides the opportunity to relieve pressure on some over-abstracted rivers
and aquifers, which may be subject to future Sustainability Reductions.

41

2. Once established, the transfer pipeline from the Severn has the capacity to further
increase deployable output using options offered by Severn Trent Water. The transfer
pipeline has the potential for enlargement in a future phase, if eventually needed.
3. The effluent re-use options in the Thames catchment would be relatively quick to
implement, once the principle of their effectiveness has been established. Therefore,
the re-use options can be kept in reserve for unforeseen increases in demand, further
Sustainability Reductions or impacts of climate change. However, the inclusion of a 30
Ml/d re-use scheme in our proposed programme provides the opportunity to
establish the effectiveness and public acceptability of this type of scheme.
In our opinion, the development programme we have suggested has many advantages
over Thames Water’s preferred plan. Provided any environmental issues associated with
the Severn transfer can be over-come, its inclusion in the preferred plan has great cost
and strategic benefits. For this reason we consider it essential that Severn transfer
options are now properly investigated, in parallel with continuing investigations of the reuse options.

41

45
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1.

Introduction
This consultation response has been prepared by the Group Against Reservoir Development
(GARD). It has been based primarily on the documents issued by Thames Water for the public
consultation. We have also made use of some additional information supplied by Thames Water
at our request. However, some items of requested information have not been supplied:
1. WARMS modelling output for Severn transfer options
2. Explanation of Severn transfer operating costs and why many of them seem to have been
over-estimated by a factor of about 10.
3. Explanation of apparent discrepancies in Oxford canal social & environmental costs.
4. Capital and operating cost details for five major schemes.
In our opinion, these were reasonable requests. Our ability to respond to some aspects of the
Plan has been restricted by lack of access to the information. Therefore, we continue to expect
responses from Thames Water and wish to reserve the right to supplement our consultation
response when the information is received.
GARD welcomes four aspects of Thames Water’s draft Water Resource Management Plan for
2014 (dWRMP14). These are:
1. The proposed investment in demand management measures, particularly through metering
and tariffs to encourage water saving.
2. Consequently, the avoidance of need for any major new resource development to be
operational before 2027.
3. The provisional selection of a 150 Ml/d effluent re-use scheme in the preferred plan,
demonstrating an openness to pursue a resilient, sustainable and cost-effective form of
resource development.
4. The recognition that more investigation is needed to determine whether, if a major new
source is eventually needed, it should be through effluent re-use, regional water transfer or
a new reservoir.
However, there are numerous aspects of the Plan that we think need to be addressed before the
Plan is finalised.

2.

Supply/demand balance

2.1

Demand forecast (including leakage)

We note that the overall per capita consumption reduces to about 142 l/h/d by 2028/9 and
remains at this level for the remainder of the period. Considering the continuing increase in
smart metering, the likely continuing increase in the cost of water, the continuing requirement
for water efficiency, and the continuing improvement in the water efficiency of appliances, the
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lack of further reduction seems surprising. This is especially so when many other European
countries have a pcc in the range 130 l/h/d down to 96 l/h/d.
In previous WRMPs there was a mismatch in the bulk supply to Affinity Water whereby TW
assumed a greater export than Affinity Water assumed as a supply in their WRMP resources. We
recommended that this inconsistency be resolved. We welcome that this has happened, see
section 4 page 14.

2.2

Levels of service and demand reduction

At the Public Inquiry we submitted evidence that the benefits assumed by Thames Water during
a Hosepipe Ban and a Non-essential Use ban were too low. Following the government’s
tightening of the descriptions, Thames Water increased the percentage benefits which they
assumed. As an instance restriction level 3 has increased from a maximum of 11.1% to 14.5%.
We are grateful for this as it comes reasonably close to our previous proposal.

2.3

Baseline Deployable output

In November 2012, GARD raised concerns that TW’s baseline deployable output of existing
supplies to London, stated as 2146 Ml/d, could have been under-estimated by up to 200 Ml/d.
GARD’s concerns are:
1. Based on TW’s own evidence, the flows available for abstraction from the lower Thames
above Kingston appear to have been under-estimated by about 200 Ml/d in droughts.
GARD’s modelling has shown that this could cause deployable output to be under-estimated
by about 100 Ml/d.
2. TW’s assessment of existing DO has allowed for effluent returns from upstream abstractions
by Water Only Companies at recent actual rates, rather than the future abstraction rates
when their licences will be fully used. In GARD’s opinion, the principle behind this is
unsound. Our modelling shows that this leads to an unjustified loss of deployable output of
46 Ml/d.
3.

TW’s modelling allows for process water losses in their assessment of amounts supplied, but
does not appear to have allowed for the equivalent returns of process water to the Thames
above Teddington. This leads to an under-estimate of water available for pumping to fill the
Lower Thames reservoirs. GARD’s modelling has shown that this reduces deployable output
by 59 Ml/d.

In summary, the under-estimate of deployable output could be:

4

Cause of under-estimation of DO

Under-estimate of DO
(Ml/d)



Under-estimation of Kingston available flows

103



Unjustified reduction due to lower recent abstractions
by Water Only Companies

46



Failure to allow for process water returns in
Teddington residual flows

59

Total possible under-estimation of deployable output

208 Ml/d

Table 1 - Under-estimation of London's basecase deployable output
In February 2013, TW employed HR Wallingford (HRW) to investigate GARD’s concerns. This
matter is referred to in Part B, Section 10.2.1, pages 6-7, of the plan which states:
“difference from natural flow [ie flow available for abstraction] highlighted by GARD can be
explained as the sum of differences between modelled and observed abstractions and
gauged flows. HR Wallingford concluded that this highlights the difference between design
conditions and actual conditions and the effects on flows and it is not a major cause for
concern as long as the differences can be explained and the modelling assumptions are
clear.”
GARD have reviewed HRW’s report1 and concluded that the explanation offered above is
demonstrably invalid. We also found that our concerns over the effluent returns and returns of
process water had not been adequately addressed by HRW. These points were all raised at a
meeting between GARD, TW, HRW and the EA on 20th May 20132.
Since then the final version of HR Wallingford’s report has been issued. In this version of the
report, HRW have moved away from the demonstrably invalid explanation of the discrepancy
between observed and modelled flows. However, the report offers no alternative validation of
the record of available flows at Kingston on which the assessment of basecase deployable
output is totally dependent. HRW have dismissed the evidence that TW and its Ofwat Reporter
have previously used to validate the available flows, but have offered no alternative validation of
the Kingston flow record.
Furthermore the final HRW report offers no justification of the reduction in deployable output
due to lower Water Only Company demands (46 Ml/d in Table 1 above), nor for the failure to
allow for process water returns in Teddington residual flows (59 Ml/d in Table 1). Therefore, we
consider that our concerns over the under-estimation of deployable output remain unanswered.
A deployable output under-estimate of 200 Ml/d would have a profound impact on the WRMP.
Therefore, in GARD’s opinion, it is essential that, prior to the finalisation of the WRMP, there
should be another independent review covering:

1

GARD review of HR Wallingford’s report on Thames Water hydrological model review addressing comments
th
by GARD. GARD. 15 May 2013.
2
th
st
st
Note of meeting on 20 May 2013, as reported by HRW on 31 may and corrected by GARD on 1 June.
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1. Detailed checking of TW’s rainfall/run-off modelling and their generation of flows available
for abstraction above Kingston.
2. Detailed checking of the accuracy of TW’s simulation of the operation of the lower Thames
reservoirs, particularly the operation of the pumping to fill the reservoirs.
3. Review of the principles behind TW’s drop in deployable output due to reduced upstream
abstractions by Water Only Companies, to be followed, if necessary, by a detailed audit of
the consequent loss of deployable output.
4. Checking whether process water returns have been properly allowed for in TW’s modelling
of residual flows at Teddington.
In view of the magnitude of the potential under-estimation of deployable output, it is essential
that this work is undertaken immediately. In GARD’s opinion, the potential discrepancies are too
large to be covered by sensitivity testing in the WRMP.

2.4

Climate change

The impact of Climate change on supply is covered in Section 4, page 21. This takes account of
the change in climate change effect from UKCIP02 in WRMP09 to UKCP09 indWRMP14. For
London this has changed the reduction on supplies in 2035 of 99 Ml/d to a reduction of 82 Ml/d.
This update is welcomed.
The risk of climate change being different from the base case is appreciable and the additional
amount included in target headroom in dWRMP14 for climate change for the London WRZ is 137
Ml/d, see Appendix U Table U 23.
However in the WRMP09 Appendix E page 171 Thames states: ”Thames Water in its draft
WRMP assumed linear growth as per the UKWIR methodology from the start date of the plan in
2006 until 2025/26, and then reverting to the profile suggested by the EA for the remainder of
the plan period and considers this to be a conservative approach.” This is well illustrated in
Figure E.4 on page 171 where there is little difference from a straight line.
Table 4.10 of the dWRMP shows how climate change is now phased. The numbers include
sustainability reductions but the only confirmed and likely one for the London WRZ is that at
Orpington of 9Ml/d.
The phasing shown in Table 4.10 per AMP period are reductions of 9, 30, 22, 22, 7, and 7 Ml/d.
Thus the climate change reductions appear to be weighted towards the earlier years and much
less so than in the later years. If one assumes a more even decline from 2015 then that would
imply that the climate change effect by 2029, about the time a major new resource is proposed,
would be over-estimated by some 20 Ml/d. This change in phasing is not explained but should
be.

2.5

Outage

Comment by GARD to Thames Water: “We notice that the outage in WRMP09 was about 15
Ml/d, Table wrp4-FP. We understand that in AMP5 about £80M was spent to reduce outage.
However the outage in dWRMP14 is about 36 Ml/d, see Table J-1. Thus we are surprised that
6

outage has increased by about 20 Ml/d. No explanation of this increase is provided. We would be
grateful if it would be. “
The Thames Water reply: “Outage is calculated as set out in Appendix J. It is derived from a
database of reported events and a risk analysis of that data. The database is still relatively new
and, as we improve our reporting outage events, the database is growing and consequently the
outage risk is growing as well. This will continue until the contributions to the database year on
year stabilises.”
Outage calculations have been part of the WRMP for some 10 years so to say the data base is
relatively new seems surprising. Considering the expenditure since the last WRMP, believed to
be some £80m, we are surprised at the 21 Ml/d increase.
An example of London outage is given in Figure J-4 . Some of the items seem surprising, for
instance at Merton “Awaiting maintenance /asset repair “ for 366 days seems a surprisingly long
time to carryout repairs to a 2 Ml/d scheme. Similarly at the 13 Ml/d Epsom borehole pumping
plant, faults lasting 366 days seem unreasonably long to resolve.
In any case the total for 2011/12 for London comes to only 19.5 Ml/d.
Thames Water claim in J-13 J 3.3 that the London Outage Allowance for 2010-11 was 34.57 Ml/d.
This seems surprising considering the outage in the WRMP09 for 2010-11 was 14.76 Ml/d,
constant throughout the period and confirmed in the final WRMP issued then.
Considering the believed expenditure during AMP5 of some £80m on improving the outage
situation one would expect the outage allowance to reduce as the works were complete, ie the
outage to become lower than that in the WRMP09 of about 15 Ml/d..
Appendix J gives many examples of the calculation of the outage. However the Appendix J does
not give the calculation of the outage of about 36 Ml/d claimed by Thames Water. Thames
Water have not provided evidence to increase the outage from that set by them in the WRMP09
of 14.7 Ml/d This should be either corrected or justified with transparent evidence.

2.6

Baseline supply/demand balance

The baseline condition is the supply/demand balance assuming relevant target headroom but no
activity beyond the immediate AMP period other than that required to maintain leakage or that
required by law. All the Water Resource Zones have a positive balance throughout the 25 year
WRMP period except SWOX at peak conditions Average Day Peak Week (ADPW) of 14 Ml/d
deficit and London at Dry Year Annual Average.(DYAA)with a 367 Ml/d deficit in 2039/40. The
SWOX deficit only occurs towards the end of the plan period whereas the London WRZ starts in
deficit because of target headroom and the deficit climbs fairly uniformly.
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3.

Options for future supplies

3.1

Metering

Table 3-3 shows that for London WRZ meter penetration in 2011/12 was some 25%. This
number was lower than anticipated because approval to the TW WRMP09 was delayed.
However it should be noted that the industry average is well over 30% whereas the Thames
Water supply area is water-stressed area so one would expect it to be above the average, not
below.
We understand that the TW preferred plan is for metering to be implemented over the period to
2025 focusing initially on areas with less impact on household finances, with a meter
penetration in the London WRZ of about 75% by 2025 and only minor increases thereafter, N
page 55.
For comparison, Southern Water expect meter penetration to be 92% by 2015, largely put in
during the 2010 to 2015 AMP period. Similarly ESW expect to achieve 92% by 2040. It is true that
London has a higher proportion of flats and that some of these have shared water supply pipes
which would be difficult and expensive to split. However, with the ability to read meters by a
drive by system or to have the meter signal relayed to a TW control room, it is possible that a
greater proportion of flats could be metered economically. In our view the economic
penetration level with radio meter reading should be reconsidered.
Thames Water also propose to use the more advanced ‘Advanced Metering Infrastructure’
technology. This would enable customer meter readings to be passed to the utility offices for
network management purposes. This should enable much more of customer supply pipe leakage
to be identified and also continuous in house flows caused by internal leakage or wastage.
Incentive tariffs would be introduced about 2022. We would have expected these to be
introduced prior to the decision as to whether a large new resource were required as the benefit
of the incentive tariffs is a significant factor in the demand projection.
We welcome these proposals, albeit with a need for a new large resource with decision to be
taken about 2019, we would have expected metering to have proceeded at a faster rate to
provide a firmer basis for such a decision.

3.2

Leakage control and mains replacement

Leakage normalisation
Thames Water has split usage and leakage, normalising both on the basis of a 1 in 5 year return
period event to reach the 1 in 10 year DYAA criterion. Peaking factors are set out in Section 3.3.2
of the Plan and the principle is set out in the Security of Supply (Headroom) report of May 2012.
Normalisation of leakage, whilst in theory a sensible approach, does not appear to be a normal
approach by other water companies. We have been unable to locate any UKWIR report on
leakage normalisation procedure, or other water companies who have used this procedure.
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Prior to about 2000 there was limited customer metering, may be less than 10% in the London
zone, so the split between leakage and usage was much less certain. For instance the increase in
leakage between 1999, about 600 Ml/d and 2003, about 900 Ml/d could hardly have been as a
result of actual increased leakage but would almost certainly have been due to re-evaluation of
actual leakage by Thames Water following more robust data. This can be seen in Figure M-1
below. Thus the split of leakage and usage prior to about 2003 may not be sufficiently robust to
be analysed in this way.

Figure 1 - TW's leakage control performance (TW Figure M-1)
Further the leakage figures for Thames Water have been changing so much over the last few
years, (leakage has reduced by over 300 Ml/d in the last 8 years) that it would be very difficult to
separate extra/less effort by Thames Water from the weather effect.
Thames Water appear to quote, in Table 3-7, for the relevant conversion of average input figures
to DYAA, a reduction in usage of 2.18 Ml/d and an increase in leakage of 20.40 Ml/d. We have
not been able to find the actual calculations of the relevant effect. These calculations should be
provided.
However TW state “Our research suggests that winters and summers are not highly correlated. A
cold winter “ [which would increase leakage] “is not necessarily followed by a hot dry summer.”
Thus one would instinctively expect that the change from annual average figures to DYAA
against which the DYAA deployable output would be balanced, would be for an increase in usage
and a decrease in leakage.
To achieve a 1 in 10 year event from an annual average event TW have added together a 1 in 5
year event for leakage and a 1 in 5 year event in demand. We believe that for independent
variables this would be a 1 in 25 year event. In Security of Supply (Headroom) six monthly
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progress report May 2012 TW state on page 12 that these are "two broadly independent
phenomena". Thus we believe that this normalisation process needs reconsideration.
Thames Water has replaced many of its oldest and most leak prone pipes and has also reduced
the pressure in its mains, thus much reducing the likelihood of mains bursting and major leaks.
Further, with the increase in smart metering in the future to about 75% penetration, leaks
should be easier to find, so there would be shorter leak run times. Thus leakage normalisation
based on historic assessments would not be valid for the future.
It would appear that TW have assumed the same situation in all future years. However with
further mains replacement and pressure reductions, future leakage variation should reduce yet
further.
In our view Thames Water should be asked for greater transparency and to demonstrate how it
has arrived at its figures for normalisation, how leakage is likely to vary with weather in the
future, and to demonstrate its future normalisation robustly.
Policy in comparison with other water companies
The Thames Water Strategic Direction Statement Taking Care of Water of 2007 looking 25 years
ahead says on page 28 that it is the policy of TW to “Move from an industry outlier to achieving
industry average levels of leakage”. We are not aware this SDS has been superseded. This shows
that TW think that such a reduced level of leakage is achievable without excessive cost.
The Thames Water discussion document “Our Strategy” was issued in early 2013. This states that
TW plan “to reduce leakage to a level below 600 Ml/d by 2020.” It does not say by how much or
propose to retract the SDS policy of moving to industry average.
However Figure M-2 below shows that Thames Water in 2011/12 still had the highest leakage
rate in litre/property/day of any of the water companies.

Figure 2 - TW's leakage and repair performance (from TW Figure M-2)
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From figure M-2 TW leakage appears to be about 165 l/p/d compared with the industry
numerical average of about 120 l/pr/d. The dWRMP14 Table WRP6 shows the London WRZ
leakage reducing to about 132 l/pr/d by the end of the plan period in 2039/40. From Figure M-2
this is only significantly lower than two other water companies in 2005/06. Because leakage in
London is higher than in the Thames Valley the company figure would be somewhat below this
but, since London is about 2/3 of the total, not much below.
TW state that London has a problem in that it is a large city with old pipes which have a higher
inherent leakage and making it difficult to find leaks. The second largest urban area in UK is
Birmingham and this is in the Severn Trent (STW) Strategic Grid zone which covers the Midlands
conurbation, including Birmingham, Derby and Nottingham. In Figure 3 below, we have
compared Thames Water’s projected leakage reduction for London in dWRMP09 with their
projected reduction in dWRMP14 and Severn Trent’s projected reduction in their dWRMP14:

Comparison of projected leakage reductions

Leakage l/property/day

300

Actual 191 l/pr/day in 2011/12
matched dWRMP09 target

250
200
150

100
50

London dWRMP14

London dWRMP09

2038-39
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2006-07

0

Severn Trent Strategic Grid dWRMP14

Figure 3 - Projected leakage reductions for London and the Midlands Conurbation
Figure 3 demonstrates:


TW achieved their dWRMP target of reducing from 250 to 193 l/pr/day by 2011/12



Despite meeting their dWRMP target, there is a much reduced level of ambition in Thames
Water’s dWRMP14 leakage projections



TW have relaxed their target from 113 l/pr/day by 2034/35 to 132 l/pr/day by 2039/40



Despite a current leakage of 137 l/pr/day – much lower than TW’s – Severn Trent still plan to
reduce it to 91 ml/d by 2039/40

Further Table M-5 shows the proportion of 2010/11 leakage to demand and quotes an industry
average of 24.2%. The Thames Valley WRZs are comparable to this figure. In comparison the
London WRZ Table 10b of 2011/12 shows water taken of 1643 Ml/d and leakage of 539 Ml/d
which comes to about 33%. This is considerably above the industry average.
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Economic level of leakage
A graph of the economic level of leakage is included in Appendix W page 22. This shows the cost
rising slowly after a reduction in leakage of 35 Ml/d in AMP6. However Section 7 page 26 states:
“Customers and stakeholders have clearly indicated to us that they wish to see leakage
further reduced beyond the existing economic level and have recognised that this will have to
be paid for.”...see also Appendix T.
Whereas TW consider that the London WRZ economic level of leakage is about 140 l/pr/d,
Southern Water already have a leakage level of about 80 l/pr/day. It is unclear how TW have
arrived at a level nearly twice as high and we suggest that this be investigated by the Regulators.
Customer supply pipe leakage (CSL)
Section 7 page 28 states “Supply pipe leakage makes up over a quarter of our total leakage “ ie
some 130 Ml/d in the London WRZ.

With metering in London WRZ increasing from about 25% penetration to about 75%
penetration, N page 56, much more of the CSL should be identifiable. Section 7 page 41
Smart AMI should result in 76% of all CSL reducible being dealt with.
Thus, if reducible CSL is half of all supply pipe leakage then the reduction in CSL leakage would
be about 50 Ml/d.
General leakage
Section 7 Page 29 “ Having more meters will enable us to manage leakage reduction more
effectively, pinpoint where in the distribution system it is occurring and reduce the times the
leaks are running.”
TW state that having AMI meters, increasing in London from 25% now to about 75% by 2025,
will enable them to manage leakage reduction more effectively.
Page M-9 “We expect much of the leakage reduction to come from improved targeting as a
result of widespread customer metering.”
A cost benefit assessment of leakage has not been set out in the dWRMP14 or provided to us
despite asking TW for it.
Conclusion on leakage
We conclude that Thames Water’s leakage reduction plans for London are unambitious and have
not been transparently justified:


Thames Water have relaxed the long term targets they set themselves in 2008, despite
exceeding them up to 2012.



They have not met, and do not plan to meet, their own Strategic Direction Statement
target of having industry average leakage.



They do not appear to have taken adequate account of the leakage reduction benefits
from AMI metering on customer supply pipe leakage or leakage in general, or of the
development of technology in leakage reduction.
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In our opinion, TW have failed to justify why they are not still aiming to achieve the target they
set themselves in dWRMP09 – a leakage of 113/pr/day by 2034/35. It is clear from the costs of
demand management options shown in Table WRP3, that their figures show that more leakage
control than currently planned would be excessively costly. However, this does not explain why a
leakage target considered appropriate in dWRMP09 should have become unacceptably costly in
dWRMP14.

3.3

Water re-use options

General
There are several large sewage treatment works serving London and all of these discharge into
the tidal Thames or into the freshwater Thames below the lowest abstraction point (Hogsmill).
Their discharge, apart from that during certain times at Hogsmill, is effectively lost water. Thus
water recovered from these plants would be an additional resource. Furthermore, these STW
flow all the time with small diurnal flow variations. Thus during long term droughts the STW
would continue flowing however bad the drought. Thus such plants would be resilient to any
future climate change induced drought.
GARD has consistently advocated consideration of reuse and we are glad that Thames Water are
continuing to consider and trial this option.
Indirect reuse
Already STW effluent is re-circulated in dilute form. The treated effluent from Swindon, Oxford
and Reading already forms part of the water abstracted lower down to provide drinking water to
London.
Current schemes
Specific planned effluent re-use is already practiced by Essex & Suffolk Water which takes
treated effluent from the Chelmsford STW, treats it further without using membranes, and
discharges it to the River Chelmer for abstraction some 2 miles downstream for treatment to
provide a potable supply. This has been operating satisfactorily since about 2003.
Overseas, there are the direct recirculation system at Windhoek in Namibia and NEW-Water in
Singapore.
Society response to re-use
There is also the potential social “yuck” response from some people. After an extensive publicity
campaign by Essex & Suffolk Water, the Langford re-use scheme was granted planning
permission with no objections on water quality grounds. It is sensible of Thames Water to raise
the issue of the next large source being a reuse plant to gauge the extent of the response.
The research by Thames Water set out in section 8 page 13 states “Customers would prefer not
to see additional abstraction of water from the natural environment and are concerned about
the environmental impact of such activity.”
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At a focus group meeting in East London “most participants believed re-use was already
occurring in London in some form” Appendix L page 22. These views would provide support for
effluent reuse schemes but much more customer liaison would be required as stated by Thames
Water.
For comparison Southern Water also tested customer response. “About three quarters of
respondents supported water re-use (77%)...There was very little opposition.” Southern Water
have included several small re-use schemes in its P referred Plan.
Processes
TW has to meet the requirements of the Drinking Water Inspectorate Water Safety Plans. Since
it is difficult to be sure that in London some chemical pollution would not occur at some stage
TW have also included in their options treatment by reverse osmosis as well as a less
sophisticated and expensive form of treatment.
Thames Water have been conducting tests on treating Deephams STW effluent with various
treatment processes including micro-filtration and reverse osmosis. Reverse osmosis (RO)
effectively removes all impurities. A summary of the trials at Deephams is included in Appendix
L.
However RO requires significant amounts of energy and purifies the water to a much greater
extent than necessary to meet drinking water standards. Reverse osmosis schemes anyway need
to mix the highly treated water with other chemicals or other water sources to become
palatable. In this case TW propose to discharge the ultra pure water into the Lee Navigation. It
does seem unusual to discharge ultra pure water back into a raw water river, thus losing much of
the benefit of the treatment. We propose that TW also considers discharging the RO treated
water into the Lee Valley reservoirs or directly into the inlet of the Coppermills water treatment
works.
A treatment process that does not need such expensive and energy intensive treatment would
be preferable as the potential capital and operating savings would be appreciable. Thames
Water state in Section 8 page 25, that they have also been experimenting with a membrane
bioreactor (MBR). However, that this has only had a short trial period of about a year. This has
been trialled at BedZed STW, a very small plant, and at Old Ford STW. These tests should be
continued to identify the most appropriate form of treatment and the results of these tests
should be provided. GARD is supportive of the continuing test as set out in Table L-10
One of the parameters of issue is metaldehyde. This is a slug pellet. There was much use of this
in the unusually wet conditions of 2012. We understand that metaldehyde peaks occur
primarily during the first flush as illustrated by Figure L-3 showing values above the PCV lasting
for about 3 weeks. It is likely that a re-use plant would be primarily used during dry weather
conditions, the river Thames having sufficient water during other times. That is not a period
when slugs would be a serious problem so the use of metaldehyde would be much reduced
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during critical DO periods. Further, by discharging the reuse water direct to the reservoir or
water treatment works rather than to the river, this would then mix with the reservoir water
which would have a lower metaldehyde content. Metaldehyde is removed by RO but not by
MBR. We believe that some other water companies are coping with such issues by catchment
control incentives and that one company is proposing in its Business Plan the use of powdered
activated carbon. In recent years the EC has withdrawn a number of pesticides or had their
constituent chemicals changed. We understand that metaldehyde is due to be reviewed in three
years time. If so it would be important to take the decision on RO or non-RO at the information
available at the last moment. We propose that these aspects be considered by TW.
Thames Water set up an Independent Expert Review Panel (IERP) on reuse and their report is
dated March 2013. We have received a copy and have found this both interesting and helpful.
We note the conflicting approach of the Drinking Water Safety Plans for new water treatment
systems compared with discharge consent requirements for existing upstream sewage
treatment works.
Their report brings out the dichotomy of applying the Drinking Water Safety Plan approach to
new reuse water supply schemes. Under this approach the relevant sewage treatment works
reuse scheme is assumed by TW to have to consider all possible contaminants at the wastewater
works and is assumed by TW to have to apply reverse osmosis there before being able to
discharge to a river, in this case the River Lee, for subsequent abstraction for water supply.
In contrast, an existing sewage works that discharges into a river upstream of a water supply
abstraction only has to meet the Environment Agency discharge consent standards, generally
nitrate, phosphate, NH3, suspended solids and biological oxygen demand. For instance the
sewage treatment works of Swindon, which is upstream of both the abstraction for Oxford and
London, and the Oxford, Reading, and Maidenhead STWs, which are upstream of the water
abstraction points for the London drinking water supply, only need to meet EA discharge
consent conditions. Further these STWs were built after the relevant water supply abstractions
had been built.
Similarly on the River Lee there is the existing Coppermills WTW, which supplies East London ,
and Rye Meads STW, which we believe discharges a few kilometres upstream of the abstraction
point for Chigwell WTW supplying Essex and the Lee valley reservoirs. This is the point where the
Deephams and Beckton reuse scheme would discharge their reuse effluent for which RO
treatment is considered necessary in line with the Drinking Water Safety Plan procedure. It is
illogical to apply different standards to these two different effluents.
The report highlights this contradictory approach and says that to apply the Drinking Water
Safety Plan approach to all STWs that are upstream of water supply intakes would be expensive.
We agree.
The approach for the Langford reuse scheme in about 2000 was to treat the reuse discharge as a
normal sewage treatment discharge to river. That scheme has been a great success with no
known water quality issues. Thus one must challenge the Regulators to adopt a common
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approach. Without it there is no logicality for adopting different approaches for situations which
are effectively the same.
The AISC of the Beckton 150 Ml/d non-RO schemes is about 57p/m3 compared to the about
80p/m3 for the Beckton RO scheme. A non-RO system is included in the Least Cost programme.
However, in selecting their preferred scheme, Thames Water have provisionally not selected non
reverse osmosis schemes as the testing programme has only lasted about one year and the IERP
recommended RO as the preferred scheme on account of its greater protection against
pollutants. The choice of process will have a significant impact on the cost effectiveness of reuse options, so needs to be a focus of investigations in AMP6. Each re-use option will need to be
considered separately, taking account of local conditions. The evidence behind the selection of
process for each option should be presented transparently.
Deephams
For Deephams, STW discharges to the Pymmes and Salmon Brook. The environment in these
streams has now adapted to this discharge so it has been assumed by the Environment Agency
that this would constrain the amount of effluent available for reuse, maybe to 60Ml/d. The
discharge points proposed for the treated water would be the Lee Navigation.
The TW report on Lower Lee Options dated December 2012 talks about the effect on the
downstream ecology of the diversion of certain flow rates for reuse, say 55 Ml/d. We believe
that some of this new water supply will return to the Deephams STW so the net loss to the river
would be less than the quoted deployable output. We do not know the proportion but it might
be one third. Thus the impact on the flow in the watercourses downstream of Deephams would
be less than the DO. This is not mentioned in the report and does not appear to have been
considered. In our view it should be, thus raising the acceptable DO of the reuse scheme.
Beckton
This large sewage treatment works discharges into the tidal section of the River Thames so
schemes up to 150Ml/d have been assumed, a small proportion of the total throughput. The
reverse osmosis scheme has been selected into the Preferred Programme although it is
appreciably more expensive than the non-reverse osmosis schemes and all of the Deephams
reuse schemes. When the RO is not in operation, TW exports electricity to the national grid. No
details of this benefit have been provided.
Mogden
In about 2007, GARD proposed a scheme treating Mogden STW effluent further and pumping it
back up the Thames to form part of the residual hands-off flow over Teddington Weir, thereby
allowing an equivalent amount to be abstracted for water supply. Since Mogden has a capacity
of some 600 Ml/d a deployable output of several hundred Ml/d could be made available.
Such a scheme was turned down at that time by TW and the Environment Agency primarily on
changes to the tidal water quality and reduced flow/depth which would adversely affect the
navigation in the tidal River Thames near Kew. This is shown in Appendix P.
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Recently the draft final report on the Lower Thames Operating Agreement has become available.
This shows that such a scheme should now be acceptable. We have proposed reconsideration of
this scheme and been told by the Environment Agency that they have now asked Thames Water
to investigate such a scheme. We request that the results of this study be included in the final
WRMP14.
Hogsmill
This is a 15 or 30 Ml/d non RO scheme discharging to Queen Elizabeth II Reservoir or the Lower
Thames upstream of the Walton intake. From the description it would appear that the scheme

takes the current flow through the STW and treats it to a higher standard before
discharge.
This seems to have a fundamental flaw. During a critical dry period used for deployable
output calculation, the amount of abstraction to the reservoirs is limited by the required
flow over Teddington Weir. Only for limited periods is this target flow exceeded. We understand
that Hogsmill STW discharges to the Hogsmill River which is a tributary of the River Thames
upstream of Teddington Weir. Thus at times when the hands-off flow ruled it would not make
any difference whether the STW discharge was discharged to the Hogsmill River or the River
Thames. It would still need to be the same quantity of water at Teddington Weir.
Therefore, providing extra flow upstream so it could be abstracted would make no extra water
available except during the very limited periods when the river flow already exceeded the
hands-off flow plus the capacity of the pumps. Thus the deployable output of the schemes
proposed by Thames Water would appear to be much smaller than the numbers quoted.
In the WRMP09, there was extra flow through the Hogsmill STW obtained by diverting sewage
flow from the Wandle valley to the Hogsmill STW. This scheme was called Hogsmill B and was
included in the WRMP04 and the WRMP09 (at a deployable output that was subsequently
corrected). Its deployable output was about 15 Ml/d. We had understood at meetings with
Thames Water last year that it was the Hogsmill B scheme that would be considered.
Please could the deployable outputs of the Hogsmill schemes be reconsidered and the Hogsmill
B scheme also be considered.
Overall schemes
Appendix Q, the scheme rejection register has very helpful plots of the scheme costs against
deployable output. These show the cheapest schemes are those at Hogsmill STW but, for the
reasons given above, we doubt the validity of the Hogsmill numbers for deployable output. The
TW Preferred Plan includes reverse osmosis of 150Ml/d at Beckton. However from Figure Q-6 it
is clear that Deephams based schemes are about half the cost of Beckton reuse schemes. Thus it
would be best to have a first stage of reuse based on the maximum size available at Deephams.
We understand that the Environment Agency has not yet confirmed that a 60Ml/d would be
acceptable and that further environmental studies are in progress.
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However, constructing the largest size available at Deephams would both maximise
development at this site at minimum cost and would postpone further expenditure for a number
of years, thus reducing the risk of a stranded asset should demand not increase as expected.
Were non-RO to be acceptable, Figure Q-7, then the benefit would be even more.

3.4

Severn to Thames transfer options

We welcome the statement in Part B, Section 2, page 16 of the Plan:
“We have undertaken considerable new work on the option of a Severn Thames transfer. As
seen later in this report we consider this and other large regional transfer options should
continue to be developed to protect long-term supply security in London.”
However, we are concerned that the emphasis of the investigations seems to have been on
identifying problems associated with these options, rather than solutions to the problems. Our
concerns fall into three categories:




Relating to the deployable output of the options
Relating to the operating costs of the options
Relating to the environmental impact of the options

3.4.1

The deployable output of Severn to Thames transfer options

The deployable output of the unsupported Severn transfer options supplying London are quoted
in the dWRMP14’s Table WRP3 as:
DO for London
 300 Ml/d transfer
71 Ml/d
 200 Ml/d transfer
45 Ml/d
 100 Ml/d transfer
23 Ml/d
In November 2012, GARD requested details of the TW’s WARMS model output used in assessing
DO of these options. TW’s response3 was:
“Your request for model output relating to the Upper Thames Reservoir and Severn Thames
transfer options is essentially pre-empting the results of our draft WRMP14. I suggest that it
is more appropriate to deal with such matters once details of the preferred programme have
been confirmed and the plan is available for public consultation”
Following publication of dWRMP14, we repeated the request for the WARMS model output on
25th May 20134 and TW’s response on 20th June 2013 stated:

“As you are aware, we are progressing work to upgrade WARMS and to develop a new
enhanced model in AQUATOR, called WARMS2. ....In order to focus on this work, which will
address a number of your modelling related queries, we do not intend to release detailed
files from the old model.......We have briefed the EA on progress with the development of

3
4
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Letter from TW to John Lawson, 22 February 2013
th
GARD dWRMP14 Information Request, 25 May 2013
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WARMS2 and we are in the process of agreeing a timetable with them for finalisation of the
new model. We will share this with you when confirmed.”
We consider the refusal to supply the model output used in dWRMP14 to be obstructive. The
WARMS model output of the Severn transfer options was previously made available at the time
of the 2010 Public Inquiry, where it was the subject of considerable debate. Therefore, the updated modelling, if it exists, should be made available now. The development of a new version of
WARMS is irrelevant at this stage because the dWRMP on which TW are consulting has used the
existing WARMS model output.
In the absence of the WARMS model output used for dWRMP14, we note that the deployable
output quoted for the 300 Ml/d unsupported transfer is 71 Ml/d, which is identical to the value
used by TW in the final version of WRMP09, as published in 20115. We also note from inspection
of the Scheme Dossiers at TW’s office on 26/27th June 2013 that the average days per year of
transfer are as the Jacobs 2010 report, ie as for the modelling presented at the PI. Therefore, it
appears that the assessments of deployable output of the Severn transfer quoted in Table WRP3
are based on the previous modelling used for WRMP09 which assumed:


The Lower Thames Control Diagram remains identical to the existing LTCD, with no
adjustment for the different pattern of flows available for abstraction to the Lower Thames
Reservoirs



Transfers from the Severn are triggered by the 3000-10 rule, ie when flows available for
abstraction above Kingston fall below 3000 Ml/d for 10 consecutive days.

At the Public Inquiry, GARD presented evidence to demonstrate that these assumptions are
inappropriate, leading to under-estimation of deployable output and over-estimation of
operating costs. In particular, if the LTCD is not adjusted to reflect the altered pattern of flows in
the Thames with the Severn transfer schemes, some of the water transferred from the Severn
will discharged to waste over Teddington weir instead of being pumped into the Lower Thames
reservoirs.
The Inspector’s Report6 agreed with GARD that the LTCD needs to be changed for each Severn
transfer option and endorsed GARD’s modelling approach:
However, when a significant new resource is introduced to the Thames catchment, such as
would be the case as a result of the implementation of an UST scheme, it would necessarily
change the pattern of water availability .GARD has shown that if the LTCD were not
amended to take account of such a change it would be likely to result in some of the water
pumped from the River Severn unnecessarily increasing flows over Teddington Weir rather
than contributing to the potential DO of the Scheme. [Inspector’s Report para 13.4.38]
Detailed studies would have to be undertaken to ensure a full understanding of the
implications of any changes [to the LTCD] before they could be implemented. Nonetheless,
5

Final WRMP09 Volume 4, London Dry Year Annual Average, Table WRP2
Report to the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs on the Inquiry into TW’s dWRMP
2009. Wendy J. Burden. December 2010
6
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the need for agreement to changes between Thames Water and the Environment Agency is
not fatal to GARD’s approach, the principles of which I support. [Inspector’s Report para
13.4.40]
However, I find that its results [ie GARD’s model results] provide strong evidence that more
efficient use could be made of transferred water than is suggested by WARMS modelling
against the existing LTCD coupled with the company’s trigger rules. [Inspector’s Report para
13.41]
Using the output from GARD’s model, as endorsed by the Inspector, we have compared the
deployable outputs of various Severn transfer options as below:
Deployable output
As dWRMP14,
Table WRP3

As estimated using
GARD’s model

100 Ml/d unsupported Severn transfer

23 Ml/d

64 Ml/d

200 Ml/d unsupported Severn transfer

45 Ml/d

91 Ml/d

300 Ml/d unsupported Severn transfer

71 Ml/d

129 Ml/d

400 Ml/d transfer with 125 Mm3 Longdon Marsh

336 Ml/d

Scheme

345 Ml/d

Note: GARD’s model assumes Deerhurst flows as per WARMS09 modelling, Kingston available flows as
WARMS14, drought scheme triggers as JR12 and WARMS14 basecase model, LTCD optimised for each scheme,
transfers triggered by LTCD rule, no London level of service failures, no pumping in Severn spates

Table 2 - Under-estimation of deployable output of Severn transfer options
From Table 2 it can be seen that TW’s estimates of deployable output for the unsupported
Severn transfer schemes are much lower than GARD’s. The primary reason for this appears to be
that TW’s DO estimates, assuming them to be based on the WARMS09 model parameters, have
not allowed for the LTCD to be adjusted for each scheme. The Inspector’s finding on the need to
change the LTCD for each scheme appears to have been ignored by TW.
The under-estimation of DO of the unsupported Severn transfer schemes will have a very
significant impact on the choice of the preferred programme for dWRMP14, particularly when
TW’s gross over-estimates of the operating costs of these schemes are taken into account (see
Section 3.4.2 of this consultation response).
Our conclusions on the under-estimation of DO of the unsupported transfer options have
necessarily been based on our own modelling. TW have refused to supply any information on
their modelling. They have also refused to supply information on the review of the Severn flow
record which has been undertaken by HR Wallingford and is referred to in Part B, Section 2, page
16 of the Plan. In our opinion, TW should be obliged to make all this information available
immediately and GARD should be allowed the opportunity to comment further on the draft
dWRMP14 before it is finalised.
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If the HR Wallingford report leads to significant changes in the Severn flow record, there would
then be a need for EA to review the hands-off flows it has specified to protect the Severn
estuary. If the low flow regime is significantly lower in the new flow record, the hands-off flows
would also need to be reduced in line with the revised flow-duration curve. We would,
therefore, not expect a major change to the DO of the Severn transfer options to arise from
changes to the Severn flow record. However, this matter will need to be rigorously investigated.
3.4.2

The operating costs of Severn transfer options

The energy usage and opex costs associated with the Severn transfer schemes appear to have
been grossly over-estimated.
For example, for the unsupported 200 Ml/d Severn transfer option, Table 3.3 on Page 24 of the
Atkins/Cascade Scheme Dossier report we inspected states a total power need of 8.2 MW. This
matches our calculation of power needed. Table 5.23, page 69 of the Scheme Dossier, quotes
annual energy use of 64,500 to 78,900 MWh/yr, say 72,000 MWh/yr; therefore, annual usage =
72000/8.2 = 8780 hours = 365 days. So, it appears that the annual energy use has been based on
continuous pumping, rather than the estimated average 31 days per year of usage for this
scheme as stated at the top of page 23 of the Scheme Dossier. On this basis, energy usage and
opex appear to have been grossly over-estimated.
For the 200 Ml/d unsupported transfer by pipeline, we have compared energy use and the NPV
of opex calculated in various ways:
GARD estimates

Average days use per year
Annual energy use
NPV of opex
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

TW estimate

Assuming LTCD
trigger

Assuming 3000-10
trigger

As per dWRMP14
documents

49 days

68 days

365 days

9,643 MWh

13,382 MWh

72,000 MWh

£19.4m

£26.9m

£146.9m

Energy cost 10.3p to 13.38 p/kWh, as per Appendix W
Opex discounted over 2021 to 2095 as per Appendix W
TW estimate of £146.9m from Table WRP3
GARD estimate is only for energy cost, whereas TW’s may include some other operating costs

Table 3 - Alternative estimates of energy use and opex costs for 200 Ml/d unsupported STT
Table 3 shows the extent of TW’s over-estimate of operating costs for the 200 Ml/d unsupported
transfer. In our opinion, the energy costs should be as calculated from modelled annual transfer
volumes using our proposed LTCD trigger. On this basis the opex NPV has been over-estimated
by a factor of about 7.
A similar picture can be seen looking at most of the unsupported Severn transfer by pipeline
options supplying London, as shown in Table 4:
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GARD estimated
NPV of Opex

TW estimated
NPV of Opex

100 Ml/d unsupported transfer for London

£6.7m

£108.6m

200 Ml/d unsupported transfer for London

£19.4m

£146.9m

300 Ml/d unsupported transfer for London

£20.3m

£289.7m

89 Mm3 Longdon Marsh with 230 Ml/d transfer to
London only (207 Ml/d DO)

£32.9m

£171.6m

125 Mm3 Longdon Marsh with 400 Ml/d transfer to
London & SWOX (336 Ml/d DO for London)

£48.3m

£309.6m

Scheme

Notes:
1. Power usage for each scheme is assumed as for each Atkins/Cascade scheme dossier. Average annual transfer
volumes from GARD modelling with LTCD trigger.
2. GARD discounted costs up to 2095 calculated as Appendix W, starting 2021 for unsupported transfers and 2026
for Longdon Marsh supported transfers.
3. TW opex costs from Table WRP3.

Table 4 - GARD and TW opex costs for Severn transfer schemes
Table 4 shows that TW have over-estimated most opex costs by a factor of about 7 to 15. This is
a serious error which will have a material influence on selection of the preferred programme.
The exception is the opex costs for the Longdon Marsh supported schemes supplying both
London and Swindon. For the twin-zone Longdon Marsh supported schemes the opex costs are
much lower and more in line with GARD’s figures. This also applies to the Longdon Marsh
supported canal transfer options. The opex costs for the twin zone schemes supplying SWOX are
also roughly in line with GARD’s estimates.
3.4.3

Environmental issues with Severn transfer options

Experience from the existing Ely Ouse to Essex scheme
The Ely Ouse to Essex transfer scheme was developed in about 1971 with a 400 Ml/d capacity. It
provides Essex with about one third of its water. It is operated by the Environment Agency to
the benefit of the rivers and Essex & Suffolk Water.
The Ely Ouse water is diverted at Denver near Kings Lyn where it would otherwise discharge into
the tidal stretch. The water is transferred into the upper reaches of the River Stour, an upland
chalk stream with limited catchment. The EA reports that the discharge has benefited the river
and has improved its environmental quality. The scheme is run at times just to improve the river.
No adverse ecological impact is reported, although the size of the transfer relative to flows in the
River Stour has been larger than that proposed for the Severn transfer.
The scheme has recently been up-rated to about 600Ml/d. The only new feature is that, as the
higher flows had been causing some bank erosion and thus high turbidity, a pipeline has been
laid down the Stour valley to take high flows. The Environment Agency who operate the scheme
are very satisfied with it and support its newly increased capacity.
There appear to be many parallels between the Ely Ouse to Essex transfer and the Severn to
Thames transfer. The next phase of studies of the Severn transfer options should look closely at
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the experience gained from the successful operation of the Ely Ouse to Essex transfer,
particularly at how impacts have been mitigated.
Severn estuary impacts
We are pleased to note that the Section 2, page 13 of the Plan acknowledges that none of the
Severn transfer options will have any adverse impact on the Severn Estuary, which is the
protected by the EU Habitats Directive. This is subject to the proviso that the EA’s specified
hands-off flows are maintained. We confirm that all the modelling that we have done to support
this consultation response complies with EA’s specified hands-off flows.
As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, if the Severn flow record is significantly changed following HR
Wallingford’s review of it, the EA will need to review the specified hands-off flows so they
remain in line with the revised flow-duration curve.
Impacts from transferring Severn water into the Thames
The Plan raises a number of issues of concern arising from transfer of Severn water into the
Thames, as identified in a report on water quality and ecology by Atkins7 in December 2012.
GARD provided detailed comments on this report in March 20138. Our comments can be
summarised:
1. The hydrological data used in the impact assessment have been generated by Thames Water
using assumptions for operating rules that were challenged by GARD at the Public Inquiry.
GARD’s concerns were upheld in the Inspector’s report. Thames Water have ignored the
Inspector’s finding and persisted in using operating rules that over-estimate the volumes of
water transferred and, hence, the associated environmental impact.
2. Therefore, we consider that much of the numerical analysis of impacts in the report is
probably invalid.
3. Thames Water has failed to supply GARD with data we have requested:


The revised River Severn flow data, which has much reduced flows in the lower Severn



The HR Wallingford report justifying the changes in the Severn flow record



Thames Water’s WARMS modelling output for the transfer options

4. In the absence of this data, we are unable to make a detailed assessment of the hydrological
aspects of Atkins’ report.
5. In view of the above concerns, we consider that Thames Water’s modelling of the Severn
transfer options should be subject to a comprehensive and transparent independent audit.
6. We consider many of the water quality impacts suggested by Atkins to be over-stated, for
example the need to treat Metaldehyde at a possible cost of “several billion pounds”. River
Severn water is already used for major supplies by Severn Trent Water and Bristol Water.
Metaldehyde and other pollutants are successfully dealt with through operating protocols

7
8

Severn Thames transfer water quality and ecology assessment. Atkins. December 2012.
th
Review of Atkins water quality and ecology report. GARD. 13 March 2013.
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and catchment management. Metaldehyde is already present in the Thames catchment and
measures for dealing with it have been agreed with the Drinking Water Inspectorate.
7. Atkins’ analysis of water quality impacts does not appear to have taken account of
wastewater treatment improvements in Severn Trent Water’s AMP5 plan or future plans.
8. Atkins’ assessment of ecological impacts appears flawed through using the faulty
hydrological data referred to above and annual average values of parameters such as
suspended solids, rather than the values likely when transfers are actually made.
9. Atkins’ report makes only brief mention of mitigation options for water quality and ecology
impacts. Their proposals for further work contain nothing on assessment of mitigation
options or of optimising option designs to get the best balance between deployable output,
cost and environmental impact. This suggests that their work, or the brief that they are
working to, is biased against the Severn transfer options.
We are particularly concerned about the negative tone of both the Atkins report and the
sections of the Plan that refer to the water quality and ecology issues. There is no recognition
that the lower Severn is already used as a major source of supply for Severn Trent water via their
Mythe works near Tewkesbury. This operates in compliance with Drinking Water Inspectorate
standards, despite taking water directly and continuously from the Severn, with no bank-side
storage to buffer polluted or sediment-laden water. If water quality problems can be managed
by Severn Trent Water, they should be manageable by Thames Water, particularly as the Severn
water will be heavily diluted by the supposedly purer water in the Thames.
We think that the issue of Metaldehyde pollution from slug pellets has been grossly exaggerated
in the Plan. Most water companies in England & Wales have to deal with this problem and are
working to programmes agreed with the Drinking Water Inspectorate
http://dwi.defra.gov.uk/stakeholders/improvement-programmes/list.htm
Upstream of the Deerhurst intake on the Severn there is already the Mythe WTW on the Severn
and the Strensham WTW on the Avon. Thus almost all the flow at the proposed transfer intake is
already covered by measures to protect existing public water supplies. The Mythe, Farmoor and
West London treatment works have virtually identical programmes of work for dealing with
Metaldehyde by existing action plans by Severn Trent.
In Part B, Section 2, page 32 of the Plan TW states:
“Adequate treatment at our London water treatment works for Metaldehyde, to ensure we
would not fail to comply has been assessed as costing 6 billion pounds.”
In our opinion, this statement is unnecessarily alarmist. If treatment at this scale was to be
needed by Thames Water, it would probably be needed regardless of the Severn transfer and
across much of the country. It would be unaffordable and another solution would have to be
found for the whole country, for example banning the use of Metaldehyde.
As mentioned in our response to Atkins report, we think that the next phase of investigation of
the water quality and ecology impacts should give much more emphasis to mitigation of
impacts, for example:


The location, design and operating rules for bank-side storage at Deerhurst.
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The design of operating rules for the Severn abstraction to minimise environmental
impact and risk to water supplies. It should be noted that GARD’s modelling already
includes rules to avoid pumping at the start of spates or when Severn flows exceed 8000
Ml/d. This has been allowed for in our assessments of deployable output of the transfer
schemes.

The emphasis should be on finding solutions to potential problems and costing them.
Carbon impacts
The carbon impacts and NPV of carbon costs for the various Severn transfer schemes appear to
have been grossly over-estimated, similarly to the annual energy use and opex costs described in
Section 3.4.3 of the response. This is shown in Table 5:
Av. Annual Energy
NPV of carbon
MWh
costs £m
Scheme

GARD

TW

GARD

TW

100 Ml/d unsupported transfer for London

3,326

37,357

£0.5m

£6.1m

200 Ml/d unsupported transfer for London

9,643

71,708

£1.4m

£12.8m

300 Ml/d unsupported transfer for London

10,123

71,708

£1.5m

£15.8m

89 Mm3 Longdon Marsh with 230 Ml/d
transfer to London only (207 Ml/d DO)

20,020

87,102

£2.4m

£157m

125 Mm3 Longdon Marsh with 400 Ml/d
transfer to London (336 Ml/d DO)

29,517

85,019

£3.4m

£22.3m

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

GARD energy use calculated from GARD’s modelled average annual transfers volumes
TW energy use as quoted in the Tables in dWRMP Appendix D
GARD carbon costs assume 0.46 kTonne of CO2e per MWh and £15 per tonne of CO2e
TW NPV of carbon costs from dWRMP Table WRP3 for London

Table 5 - GARD and TW estimates of energy use and carbon for Severn transfer schemes
The NPV of carbon costs for the unsupported Severn transfers are over-estimated by a factor of
about 10, which is in line with the over-estimate of annual energy use and the over-estimate of
Opex costs that we have highlighted earlier in Tables 3 and 4.
The NPV of carbon costs of the Severn transfer supported by Longdon Marsh also appear to have
been over-estimated, but by differing amounts that are not consistent with the over-estimates
of annual energy usage. It appears that £157m NPV of carbon costs for the 89Mm3 Longdon
Marsh scheme is simply a gross error.
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3.4.4

Transfers using the Cotswold canal

GARD strongly supports the principle of using the Cotswold canal for transferring the water from
the Severn, rather than a pipeline from Deerhurst, provided that the canal has the required
capacity for the size of transfer needed. The option has a number of advantages over the
pipeline transfer option. For instance, pumping through the Sapperton tunnel would reduce the
pumping head by about 70m, lowering energy and carbon costs by about 25%. It would also
enable renovation of the partially derelict canal for recreational boat use between the Thames
and the River Severn. We are aware that the Cotswold Canal Trust will be making a separate
consultation response to dWRMP14, using their knowledge of the canal restoration plans, so we
will not comment in detail on these Severn transfer options.
However, we note that a number of the concerns we have for the transfers by pipeline apply
equally to the transfers via the Cotswold Canal:




The under-estimation of deployable output
The over-estimation of opex and carbon costs
The over-statement of water quality and ecology impacts

Regarding the deployable output, we note that TW’s estimates are the same as for a pipeline
transfer of equivalent capacity. This means that no account has been taken of the significant
contribution that the River Frome could make to the deployable output.
We are also surprised by the high capital costs ascribed to canal restoration (capex NPV about
£200 million more than the equivalent transfer by pipeline) and the relatively low value ascribed
to the social and environmental benefits (NPV about £9 million). On this basis, the restoration of
the canal would appear grossly uneconomic – clearly, something that the Cotswold Canal Trust
would dispute. However, we leave it to them to challenge these figures.

3.5

Severn to Thames transfer supported by Vyrnwy reservoir

We are pleased to see that United Utilities have offered up to 180 Ml/d of raw water for transfer
via the River Severn, as shown in dWRMP Part B, Table 10-2. United Utilities’ draft water
resource management plan9 explains that this water would be made available by partial redeployment of the existing Vyrnwy reservoir. This is a 60 Mm3 reservoir located on a tributary of
the upper River Severn. The reservoir was built in the late 19th century to supply Liverpool.
The re-deployment of Vyrnwy reservoir was considered by the National Rivers Authority in its
Water Resource Development Strategy for England and Wales, published in 199410. It was
identified as a strategic water resource option with the potential to supply London and South
East England. The NRA concluded that the least cost sequence of resource development for
meeting demands in the Thames region would be an unsupported transfer from the Severn to
the Thames followed by partial redeployment of Vyrnwy reservoir.
As part of the process of developing the NRA’s water resource strategy, various studies of the
redeployment of Vyrnwy reservoir were undertaken by the NRA and North West Water plc (now
9

Draft Water Resource Management Plan 2013, page 150. United Utilities
Water Natures Precious Resource. National Rivers Authority, March 1994.
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United Utilities). The findings of these studies were summarised in a technical note in a
supplementary report supporting the NRA’s strategy11, as Appendix A to this response.
The technical note in Appendix A shows a scheme yield (ie DO) of 300 Ml/d if Vyrnwy reservoir
was to be fully redeployed. We have used our model to investigate the potential increase in DO
for two options –partial redeployment making 30 Mm3 of storage available, and full
redeployment, using the full 60 Mm3 of existing storage. Our findings are shown in Table 6
below:
Vyrnwy storage
made available

Severn-Thames transfer
pipeline capacity

Additional DO for
Thames Water

Partial redeployment of
Vyrnwy reservoir, as offered
by United Utilities

30 Mm3

200 Ml/d

147 Ml/d

Full redeployment of Vyrnwy
reservoir, as considered in
NRA 1994 strategy

60 Mm3

300 Ml/d

220 Ml/d

Note: Assumes 20% of available Vyrnwy storage is kept in reserve at end of critical drought and 10% transmission
losses in the Severn.

Table 6 - GARD assessment of DO of Vyrnwy redeployment
The full redeployment of Vyrnwy reservoir has not been offered to TW by United Utilities at this
stage. However, we note that Figure 24, page 84 of United Utilities dWRMP shows details of
resource development options totalling over 300 Ml/d with AISCs of less than 70 p/m3. TW’s
proposed 150 Ml/d Beckton re-use scheme has an AISC of 80 p/m3, so it would appear that
United Utilities could make Vyrnwy reservoir fully available to TW at a lower unit cost than the
Beckton re-use option, assuming the Severn-Thames transfer option already existed for an
unsupported transfer.
In their dWRMP, United Utilities have considered transfers of up to 180 Ml/d into their supply
zones across the Pennines from Northumberland Water’s Kielder reservoir. This would open the
door to a version of a national “water grid” transferring surplus water from the North of England
to the South East. In our opinion, this possibility should be form part of Thames Water’s long
term planning to deal with larger deficits arising from, say, climate change. It should be referred
to in the Plan and it should be investigated in AMP6.
United Utilities’ proposal leaves the way open for a phased development of an unsupported
Severn to Thames transfer followed by redeployment of Vyrnwy reservoir. Two possible phasing
options would be:

11

Water Nature’s Precious Resource. Supplementary Report No 4. Sir William Halcrow & Partners. 1994
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Deployable output to Thames Water
Phased Scheme

Phase 1

Final in Phase 2

200 Ml/d unsupported transfer followed by
30 Mm3 redeployment of Vyrnwy reservoir

91 Ml/d

163 Ml/d

300 Ml/d unsupported transfer followed by
60 Mm3 redeployment of Vyrnwy reservoir

129 Ml/d

244 Ml/d

Table 7 - Possible phased development of Severn transfers and Vyrnwy redeployment
In our opinion, a phased development of an unsupported Severn transfer followed by
redeployment of Vyrnwy reservoir should be included as a feasible option in TW’s final WRMP. It
can be costed using existing information from United Utilities investigations for their own
WRMP.

3.6

Bulk supply options to or from other companies

3.6.1

Transfers from other water companies

Part B Section 10.3 of the Plan refers to a number of large potential transfers into Thames
Water’s supply zones from other water companies. These have arisen through TW’s advertising
for potential bulk suppliers in the Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU). The original
advertisement was in June 2012, but detailed proposals were not received until March 2013, too
late for evaluation in the dWRMP. The major potential bulk transfers from other Water
Companies are shown in Table 8:
Company

Nature of
supply option

Source of water

Point of
entry

Supply

Earliest
availability

United Utilities

Raw water via
River Severn

Existing Vyrnwy
reservoir in River
Severn

SWOX

Up to 180 Ml/d

2020

Severn Trent

Raw water via
canal network

Treated effluent

SWOX

50 Ml/d

2025

Severn Trent

Raw water via
River Severn

River Severn
catchment

SWOX

128 Ml/d

2025

Severn Trent

Treated water

SWOX

15 Ml/d

2020

Severn Trent

Raw water

SWOX

Up to 200 Ml/d

2025

Existing supplies
from Severn Trent
network
Existing supplies
from Severn Trent
strategic grid

Total possible transfers from
other water companies

573 Ml/d

Note: All data taken from Part B, section 10, Table 10-2

Table 8 - Potential bulk transfers from other water companies
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The transfer from United Utilities is presumably the Vyrnwy redeployment option that we have
commented on in Section 3.5. It is not clear whether the transfers offered by Severn Trent Water
include the redeployment of Vyrnwy reservoir or are in addition to it. However, even if Severn
Trent’s proposed exports include the Vyrnwy re-deployment option, there is still a large amount
of additional water on offer.
Severn Trent’s dWRMP shows a baseline deficit in its Strategic Grid Zone, so the availability of
water to transfer to Thames Water in droughts may be questionable. However, we see from
Severn Trent’s Tables WRP3 for their strategic grid that they have considered options with DOs
totalling over 900 Ml/d and with AISCs of less than 67 p/m3, ie with a unit cost significantly less
than the 150 Ml/d Beckton re-use option with an AISC of 80 p/m3. Severn Trent’s preferred plan
includes some of these options with a combined DO of about 250 Ml/d (including leakage
management). However, this still leaves over 600 Ml/d of potential options with AISCs less than
TW’s preferred Beckton re-use option.
Appendix X of TW’s dWRMP gives brief details of sensitivity testing of a development
programme using some of the OJEU options, including 119 Ml/d of transfers from Severn Trent
which would be imported into the Thames via the unsupported Severn Thames transfer pipeline.
Table X-28 shows that the programme including these transfer options would give a 6% saving
on total NPV costs compared to TW’s preferred programme. This is, presumably, even after
including the inflated opex and carbon NPV costs that we have identified earlier (our Tables 4
and 5).
In Appendix X, TW acknowledge the potential costs savings, but say they may not be realistic. It
is said that further work is needed on these options before the Plan is finalised. We strongly
agree.
In our opinion, the existence of these transfer options from other water companies could lead to
major changes in Thames Water’s preferred programme. Therefore we think that, before TW’s
Plan is finalised, it should be changed to include proper consideration of these options with a full
and transparent analysis. In view of the potential for major changes to the Plan, we think the
revised dWRMP should then be put out for further consultation.
3.6.2

Re-negotiation of transfers to/from Essex & Suffolk Water

We are pleased that TW’s preferred plan includes a temporary reduction of 20 Ml/d in the bulk
transfer of 91 Ml/d to Essex & Suffolk Water (ESW). However, we are concerned about several
aspects of TW’s proposal:




the operating costs in TW’s appraisal
the magnitude of the reduction in transfer
the proposed reversion to the existing 91 Ml/d transfer in 2035

Operating costs
In the Table WRP3, this option is shown as having an NPV opex of £35 million and an AISC of 42
p/m3. However in Appendix B, SEA, Appendix D Table D2 page 8 it states "Air and Climate.
Operational grid electricity for the scheme will require approximately 0 MWh/year." In our
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opinion, as the water would no longer need to be pumped from the Lee valley to Chigwell, there
would actually be an operational cost benefit for TW.
We agree there may be some extra pumping costs for ESW moving more water across part of
Essex. We are not aware of the commercial arrangement between ESW and TW. The opex of £35
million for the 17 Ml/d increase in Water Available for Use (WAFU) is equivalent to £2.1 million
per Ml/d. However, despite the reduction in transfer only continuing for some 20 years up to
2035, the opex is nearly the same pro rata as the 150 Ml/d Beckton STW reuse with RO which
has opex NPV of £2.5 million per Ml/d. RO uses very large quantities of energy so the
operational cost of the ESW transfer seems grossly excessive.
We do not have sufficient information to calculate a corrected opex cost for this option, but we
would expect the opex costs to be similar to those for TW’s appraisal of bulk transfer options
into the SWOX zone. Table WRP3 for the SWOX zone shows opex NPV costs for the various bulk
transfer options as being in the range £0.27 to £0.93 million per Ml/d of WAFU. Therefore, it
would seem reasonable to assume an opex NPV of £0.6 million per Ml/d, giving opex NPV of
£10.2 million for the 17 Ml/d transfer reduction. We calculate that this would give a corrected
AISC of 12p/m3. We note that Table D2 in Appendix D2 to the SEA quotes an AISC for this
scheme of £140/Ml, equivalent to 14p/m3. This is similar to the figure we have calculated,
providing further evidence that the opex NPV cost of £35 million is grossly over-estimated.
Magnitude and duration of the reduction
Supplies to ESW’s Essex WRZ are being boosted by the enlargement of Abberton reservoir and
the up-rating of the Ely Ouse to Essex Transfer (EOETS), increasing ESW’s deployable output by
about 70Ml/d. These works should all be operational before 2014.This creates a surplus of about
80 Ml/d in the Essex zone in 2015. Both TW and ESW’s draft Plans show a 20 Ml/d reduction in
the bulk supply from TW to ESW at Chigwell in 2016, but the transfer is fully re-instated by 2035.
This is illustrated in Figure 4 which has been taken from ESW’s draft Water Resource
Management Plan12, page 314:

12

Essex & Suffolk Water draft Water Resource Management Plan. March 2013.
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70 Ml/d increase in ESW’s
supply through Abberton
reservoir enlargement

Transfer from TW cut
from 91 to 71 Ml/d

50 Ml/d surplus

5 Ml/d increase in
transfer from TW

15 Ml/d increase in
transfer from TW

65 Ml/d surplus

Figure 4 – Supply/demand surplus in Essex, 2015 to 2040, as per ESW’s dWRMP
Figure 4 shows that, with TW’s full 91 Ml/d bulk transfer, ESW would have a surplus of 50 Ml/d
in 2015, rising to about 65 Ml/d by 2040. Therefore, it would be feasible for the 91 Ml/d transfer
to be reduced by about 45 Ml/d throughout the Plan period, still leaving ESW in surplus.
For ESW, the 45 Ml/d reduction in the transfer from TW to the Chigwell area would need to be
replaced by water from their existing sources, probably Hanningfield reservoir. The existing
pipes are already sized to provide the extra 20 Ml/d during times when TW has restrictions, as
set out in the current TW/ESW agreement. Thus the extra 25 Ml/d could necessitate some trunk
mains enhancement – perhaps 20km of 600mm main to provide 25 Ml/d capacity. This would be
similar in scope to TW’s recently constructed GATOX main, which provided 17 km of 900mm
main at a cost of about £15 million. Therefore, the capex NPV for ESW’s additional main can also
be expected to be in the region of £15 million. Allowing opex NPV at £0.6 million per Ml/d (see
earlier) this would give an opex NPV of £27 million and an AISC of 19 p/m3, as shown in our later
Table 11. This would make it amongst the lowest cost options available for TW.
ESW may also be concerned about long term sustainability reductions. However, from Sections
8.7 and 8.8 of their plan it would seem that any sustainability reductions in the Essex WRZ would
be low.
As well as being cost effective, this option would be in line with Government policy for water
companies to trade surpluses with neighbouring companies. Thus we propose that ESW and TW
consider the option of a 45 Ml/d reduction in the Chigwell transfer throughout the Plan period,
before their WRMPs are finalised.
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3.6.3

Closure of Didcot power station

The recent closure of Didcot A power station provides the opportunity for some of RWE’s
existing licence for cooling water abstraction to be re-allocated for water supply. We are pleased
to see from Section 10.3 of the Plan that Thames Water is holding discussions with RWE on this
matter and that they have recently confirmed that RWE expects to submit a proposal to Thames
Water. We welcome the news that TW will be able to examine this scheme in time for the final
WRMP14 submission in early 2014.
3.6.4

Other water companies

In addition, TW have recently received applications from two companies for small amounts of
extra water, but these applications amounting to a total of about 10 Ml/d were received too
late to be included in the TW plan. It is likely that these requests would be included in the TW
final WRMP. If the sewage effluents for these transfers are returned to the Rivers Thames or Lee
upstream of TW’s main abstractions there would be virtually no loss of DO to Thames Water.
However, if the water is to be lost to the Thames catchment above the abstraction points, we
suggest that the transfer applications should not be accepted.

3.7

Oxford Canal transfer

The scheme involves a transfer of water from a Canal and Rivers Trust (CRT) borehole
abstraction in the West Midlands along the Oxford Canal and into the River Thames in Oxford.
The water would then be abstracted and pumped into the Lower Thames reservoirs. The
deployable output of the scheme would be 17 Ml/d.
The Upper Cherwell is an over-abstracted river because of the Boddington and Wormleighton
reservoirs which have licences of right to feed the Oxford canal and the abstraction at Banbury
to supply TW’s Grimsbury water treatment works. The proposed transfer could discharge some
or all of the transferred water into the Upper Cherwell. Since the transfers would occur at dry
times when the river Thames has insufficient flow to provide full abstraction for London, then,
the discharges into the Upper Cherwell would occur during the critical low flow conditions, thus
much relieving the over-abstraction conditions. If necessary the transfer could be required to
operate to overcome this problem. This aspect should be considered by the Environment
Agency.
The summit pound is already supplied by water pumped up the Napton flight by CRT. This has
already been used to augment flow in the lower Cherwell during dry flow conditions in the River
Thames by releasing flows from the summit pound into the Cherwell section of the canal. Thus
the system has already been used in a similar way at a smaller scale.
Since this scheme would effectively be a groundwater source well outside the Thames Basin, this
source should have a large element of resilience as a support to London’s supplies which are
mostly from reservoirs and surface water.
TW report that the British Waterways (2010) report noted that two types of pump would be
required for a transfer scheme: one to bypass single locks and another to bypass multiple lock
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flights. This suggests that 10 single lock pumped bypasses and 3 multi-lock pumped bypasses
would be required, including inlet structure and pumps and about 100m of pumping main.
TW also report that further assessment of these schemes by British Waterways (2010) identified
problems with transferring water around short pounds with lockage water inputs. As a result,
new bypass and pumping structures at individual pounds or entire lock flights were considered
to be necessary rather than simple pump upsizing. The British Waterways ‘Approved Standard
Canal Hydraulics’ report (British Waterways 2012) was consulted to determine the sizes of each
structure.
This transfer scheme was studied by Binnie Black & Veatch (BBV) in 1998. The BBV 80 page
report went into the scheme in detail and was approved by BW. It assumed the replacement of
existing pumps at BW assets in order to convey the transfer quantities; all other structures were
assumed to be suitable for transferring the quantity of water envisaged. Thus the current TW
scheme would have a small difference in layout and some extra cost compared to the BBV
scheme.
The BBV capital cost estimate for the scheme in 1998 was broken down in some detail in their
report and was a total of £1.2 million. That amount needs to be increased for the extra work
now considered appropriate, say 25%, construction cost indices (81.5 to 123.4) and the non
capital costs such as engineering design, and contingencies, say another 40%. Allowing for a
further 60% optimism bias, this would result in a total capital cost of £5.1 million.
In comparison dWRMP Table WRP3a states that the NPV capital cost of this scheme would be
about £62m. This is about 12 times the £5.1m cost estimated BBV. This seems grossly
exaggerated. GARD has asked for the TW cost breakdown to try to identify the discrepancies but
this has not been provided. Thus the conclusion is that this scheme has been considerably over costed in the dWRMP14.
What is not included in the capital cost is the fee to CRT for the provision of the water. However
Thames Water have held a number of meetings with BW/CRT over the last five years so
presumably the relevant amount should be included in the NPV operational calculations.
This scheme involves minor short access roads, short pipeline lengths, minor works at the locks,
pumps, and some electrical connections. Thus this scheme should be implementable in about
two years.
In any case the Oxford Canal transfer scheme, with the apparently excessive capital cost
estimate, is still shown in dWRMP14 s having an AISC of 43p/m3. This is less costly than either
the Beckton reuse scheme 51p/m3, the 150Mm3 Abingdon reservoir at 95p/m3, or the Severn
Thames transfer as calculated by TW.
Thus, in our view, the Oxford Canal transfer scheme of 17 Ml/d should be included in the
Preferred Programme of development, thus postponing the need for a major new source
expected in dWRMP14 to be required about 2027. It would also be a potential conduit for bulk
transfer of water from Severn Trent Water, as discussed in our Section 3.6.1.
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3.8

Options for the Thames Valley

3.8.1

Demand management in the Thames Valley

TW have proposed demand management through increased domestic metering and innovative
tariffs in all the Thames valley zones. We have major concerns over the impact that this will have
on deployable output for London and whether it is best use of a substantial capital investment
with an impact on customer bills.
TW’s proposed demand reduction in the Thames valley is shown in Table 9:
Zone

Demand
reduction

Surplus in 2040

NPV cost

AISC

Guildford

5 Ml/d

14 Ml/d

£7.3 million

29 p/m3

SWA

15 Ml/d

32 Ml/d

£24.5 million

29 p/m3

Henley

1 Ml/d

12 Ml/d

£2.0 million

29 p/m3

SWOX

27 Ml/d

26 Ml/d

£40.8 million

27 p/m3

48 Ml/d

84 Ml/d

£74.6 million

Totals

Table 9 - Demand management in the Thames valley
A total of 48 Ml/d of demand management reductions are proposed. This would leave each zone
in surplus at the end of the plan period and a total surplus of 84 Ml/d. The justifications for this
are given on Page 59 of Section 8 as:


It has a higher score in customer, sustainability, delivery and resilience measures



It is better aligned with government policy and aspirations to reduce pcc in the planning
period



It is aligned with the programme and messages for the delivery in London



It would ensure a consistent experience for all customers



It would enable transfers out of the zone should they be required.

However, the Plan does not appear to have considered the impact that reduction in demand in
the Thames Valley would have on effluent returns to the river and, consequently, deployable
output for London.
TW’s June Return in 201213 referred to the findings of a review of Water Only Company
demands:
A major review has been undertaken of the abstraction licences and demands of the water
only companies in the Thames area (Veolia, South East Water and Sutton & East Surrey), as
the data in WARMS was several years out of date due to lack of information. The review has
13

Thames Water June Return to OFWAT, June 2012, page 85.
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been based on JR11 data and has revealed that the demand for water from these companies
has reduced significantly in recent years, probably because of the economic downturn and
efforts on leakage control. As flows in the Thames and Lee catchments are influenced by
these demands, any demand reduction leads to reduced effluent returns and thus reduced
river flows at critical times. The result is that the London DO is reduced by 26 Ml/d.

Difference in available Kingston flow
WRMP14 - WRMP09 Ml/d

TW’s WARMS modelling has shown that the reduced Water Only Company demands would lead
to changes in the flow available above Kingston for abstraction to the lower Thames reservoirs.
This is illustrated for 1995 in Figure 5:

Changes in available flows at Kingston in 1995 drought
80
60
40

Flows about 60 Ml/d higher
in late spring due to higher
groundwater levels

20
0
-20
-40

Flows about 35 Ml/d
lower in drought due to
lower effluent returns

-60

Data sources: TW basecase WARMS model runs supplied to GARD

Figure 5 - Impact of reduced Water Only Company demands on available flows at Kingston
As a consequence of reduced demands for Water Only Companies, the flows available in late
spring are about 60 Ml/d higher due to reduced borehole abstractions and raised groundwater
levels. Conversely, flows at Kingston are lower in the summer because of reduced effluent
returns. TW’s WARMS modelling has concluded that the overall effect is a 26 Ml/d loss of
deployable output. GARD’s own modelling has shown that the loss of DO is actually more – 46
Ml/d.
The loss of DO for London as a consequence of TW’s proposed Thames valley demand
management measures will be considerable, perhaps of the order of 30 Ml/d. The precise
amount of loss would depend on whether areas where the demand management measures are
applied are supplied by surface water or groundwater. However, it should be noted that a 30
Ml/d re-use scheme to replace the lost deployable output would have a NPV cost of around
£100-150 million, in addition to the £75 million NPV of the demand management measures.
Therefore, it appears that the demand management measures proposed for the Thames valley
would generate NPV costs of the order of £200 million, with virtually no benefits beyond
supposedly meeting government policy and complying with customer preferences. In our
opinion, an investment of this magnitude would be better made on more leakage control in
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London or dealing with Sustainability Reductions elsewhere. This would also be in line with
Government policy and customer preferences.
To avoid the adverse impact on London’s DO, the demand management measures should only
be applied in areas supplied by surface water. Even then, there would be little benefit from the
investment.
3.8.2

Resource options in SWOX zone

For the 14 Ml/d deficit forecast for the SWOX zone, TW’s preferred plan has proposed a
programme of demand management. In GARD’s opinion, other options in the Plan would
provide a better solution for meeting the 14 Ml/d deficit in SWOX zone:
1. The Wessex Water transfer from Minety to Flaxlands, providing 5 Ml/d
2. The bulk transfer from Henley zone to SWOX, providing 10 Ml/d
The costs of this programme are compared with Thames Water’s preferred programme:
Capex
NPV

Opex
NPV

Social, environmental
and carbon cost NPV

Total
NPV

Unit cost,
AISC

TW preferred plan with
demand management
GARD preferred plan

£37.5m

£2.6m

£0.7m

£40.8m

27.0 p/m3

 Wessex Water transfer

£8.4m

£4.6m

£0.2m

£13.2m

35.2 p/m3

 Henley to SWOX transfer

£8.4m

£5.2m

£0.3m

£13.7m

18.5 p/m3

Total GARD preferred plan £16.8m

£9.8m

£0.5m

£27.1m

24.0 p/m3

Note: all costs are taken from Table WRP3 for the SWOX zone

Table 10 - Comparison of costs of TW and GARD preferred plan for SWOX zone
In our opinion, the programme we have suggested has a number of advantages over TW’s
preferred plan:
1. The transfer of 5 Ml/d from Wessex Water into the Thames catchment would increase the
deployable output of London’s supplies by about 4 Ml/d, assuming 80% of the incoming
water would be discharged to the Thames via Swindon sewage treatment works. Therefore,
80% of the cost of the transfer, about £10 million, can be allocated to London, giving a
further cost saving arising from GARD’s proposed programme for SWOX.
2. The 27 Ml/d of demand reductions in TW’s preferred plan would significantly reduce
London’s deployable output because effluent returns would be lower during droughts.
3. Conversely, the transfer from Henley zone to SWOX would increase deployable output to
London because it would enhance sewage effluent returns in droughts. This should be taken
into account in considering the NPV costs and benefits of GARD’s preferred programme.
4. Transferring 15 Ml/d of “new” water into the SWOX zone would facilitate additional
sustainability reductions in the SWOX zone.
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5. The saving of £13m in NPV costs could be used to finance the costs of dealing with other
Sustainability Reductions.
The environmental impact of the Wessex Water to SWOX transfer is assessed in Table D68 of
Appendix D to the Strategic Environmental Assessment and the Henley to SWOX transfer in
Table D83. No significant adverse impacts are identified. The SEA recognises that both options
would improve the resilience of TW’s supplies to climate change. The SEA reports that neither
scheme would have an adverse impact on the source of water supplying the transfer.
GARD recognises that the demand reduction through metering that TW has proposed for SWOX
is in line with government policy and customer preferences. However, in our opinion our
proposal involving the two transfers we have suggested and a lower degree of demand
management than proposed by TW would be a better solution than TW’s proposal.

3.9

Ranking of individual resource options

The Main Report on the dWRMP does not show any comparisons of individual schemes ranked
by their unit costs, ie the Average Incremental Social Cost (AISC). Expressed as a cost in p/m3, the
AISC provides a simple way of comparing schemes taking account of capital, operating and
environmental costs. In Table 11 we have compared some of the main development options.
The costs and deployable output of options are mainly taken from Table WRP3, but where we
have challenged TW’s figures, we have used our own, highlighting the differences in red.
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TW
Earliest
Preferred
start date
Option

Option

DO
(Ml/d)

Capex
NPV
(£m)

Opex
NPV
(£m)

TOTAL
NPV
(£m)

AISC
(p/m3)

Oxford Canal transfer to London

No

2021-22

17

6

7

14

13

Reduction in bulk supply to Essex
& Suffolk Water

Yes

2015-16

45

15

27

42

19

Kidbrooke aquifer recharge

Yes

2017-18

5

11

0

11

30

Unsupported 200 Ml/d Severn
transfer

No

2021-22

91

171

19.4

194

34

Transfers via SWOX zone

No

2021-22

15

17

9.8

35

37

Yes

2015-16

211

553

-27

537

38

No

2021-22

64

146

6.7

155

39

No

2021-22

129

302

20.3

326

40

No

2020-21

150

278

235

560

57

No

2020-21

60

139

95

262

67

No

2026-27

336

1,237

48

1,260

75

Yes

2020-21

150

329

375

785

80

No

2020-21

60

163

143

347

88

Abingdon reservoir 150 Mm3

No

2026-27

283

1,274

99

1,366

97

Abingdon reservoir 100 Mm3

No

2026-27

201

1,089

59

1,131

113

Estuary South 150 Ml/d desalination

No

2021-22

150

584

358

1,075

114

London integrated demand
management
Unsupported 100 Ml/d Severn
transfer
Unsupported 300 Ml/d Severn
transfer
Beckton 150 Ml/d effluent re-use
without RO
Deephams 60 Ml/d effluent re-use
without RO
Severn to Thames transfer with
125 Mm3 Longdon Marsh
Beckton 150 Ml/d effluent re-use
with RO
Deephams 60 Ml/d effluent reuse with RO

Notes:
1. Most costs and DOs from Table WRP3
2. GARD corrected figures are highlighted in red and taken from:

Severn transfer options from our Tables 2, 4 and 5

Oxford canal from our Section 3.7

ESW bulk supply reduction from our Section 3.6.2

Table 11 - Ranking of main options by AISC using GARD corrected figures
The changes in the ranking of schemes using GARD’s corrected figures can be seen in the
diagrams below:
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Ranking of main options by AISC Using GARD Costs and Deployable Outputs
Oxford Canal transfer to London

13

Reduction in bulk supply to Essex & Suffolk Water

19

Kidbrooke aquifer recharge

30

Unsupported 200 Ml/d Severn transfer

34

Transfers via SWOX zone

37

London integrated demand management

38

Unsupported 100 Ml/d Severn transfer

39

Unsupported 300 Ml/d Severn transfer

40

Beckton 150 Ml/d effluent re-use without RO

57

Deephams 60 Ml/d effluent re-use without RO

67

Severn to Thames transfer with 125 Mm3 Longdon Marsh

75

Beckton 150 Ml/d effluent re-use with RO

80

Deephams 60 Ml/d effluent re-use with RO

88

Abingdon reservoir 150 Mm3

97

Abingdon reservoir 100 Mm3

113

Estuary South 150 Ml/d de-salination

114

0

50

100

150

AISC p/m3

Ranking of main options by AISC Using Thames Water Costs and Deployable Outputs
Kidbrooke aquifer recharge

30

London integrated demand management

38

Reduction in bulk supply to Essex & Suffolk Water

42

Beckton 150 Ml/d effluent re-use without RO

57

Oxford Canal transfer to London

66

Deephams 60 Ml/d effluent re-use without RO

67

Farmoor redeployment

78

Beckton 150 Ml/d effluent re-use with RO

80

Deephams 60 Ml/d effluent re-use with RO

88

Severn to Thames transfer with 125 Mm3 Longdon Marsh

92

Abingdon reservoir 150 Mm3

97

Abingdon reservoir 100 Mm3

113

Estuary South 150 Ml/d de-salination

114

Unsupported 200 Ml/d Severn transfer

124

Unsupported 300 Ml/d Severn transfer

137

Unsupported 100 Ml/d Severn transfer

182

0

50

100

150

200

AISC p/m3

Figure 6 - Comparative AISC ranking of main options using GARD and Thames Water figures
Figure 6 shows that the main effect of using GARD’s corrected figures for deployable output and
operating costs is that the unsupported Severn transfer options becomes part of the least cost
grouping and the enlarged ESW transfer reduction and Oxford canal transfer becomes the
lowest cost options for London.
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Although not part of the Plan at present, we consider that the operating costs of the
desalination options appear to have been significantly under-estimated because they do not
include allowance for selling energy back to the national grid. This is stated in Appendix B, SEA,
Appendix D, Table D23 which states:
The potential for renewable energy production in response to central and local Government
energy/carbon policy and Thames Water's Climate Change Policy have not been accounted
for.
Allowance for energy re-sale should be made for the de-salination schemes, which could make
them less costly than effluent re-use, as well as more acceptable to TW’s customers.
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4.

Programme appraisal and Preferred Plan

4.1

Methodology

In principal, we agree with the methodology that TW have used to determine their preferred
programme:


Start with a least cost programme developed by optimising all the available options and
potential dates for their introduction, using linear programming



Identify other non-monetary objectives that need to be considered – customer
preferences, government policy, sustainability, risk and resilience



Use a scoring system to evaluate the non-monetary factors consistently and objectively



Test a series of scenarios to explore the non-monetary factors



Ultimately to apply judgment and common sense to the outcomes of the scenario
testing

Although there is, inevitably, an element of subjectivity to the final selection of the preferred
programme, we agree the approach.

4.2

The Preferred Plan for London

We consider that TW’s preferred plan for London, as shown on Table 8-14, is uneconomic and
inappropriate because the least cost programme from which it was developed is deeply flawed.
Our earlier Table 11 shows a revised ranking of schemes by AISC with GARD’s proposed
modifications to some deployable outputs and costs. Although we do not have the means to
develop a least cost programme using TW’s linear programming technique, we have put forward
a modified version of TW’s preferred programme which takes account of our re-assessment of
the AISC ranking of schemes, shown in our Table 11 and Figure 6.
If we accept TW’s deficit forecast, our proposed programme is shown on Table 12 below:
Scheme

100 Ml/d
25 Ml/d
45 Ml/d
70 Ml/d
17 Ml/d
15 Ml/d

Implementation
date
AMP6
AMP7
2015
2020
2024
2024

5 Ml/d
64Ml/d
30 Ml/d

2024
2030
2035

Benefit

TW’s preferred demand management programme for
London - leakage, metering and water efficiency
Bulk transfer reduction to Essex & Suffolk Water
Tariffs and behavioural change in London
Oxford canal transfer
Transfers from Wessex Water and Henley zone, via
SWOX
Aquifer Recharge Kidbrooke
100 Ml/d unsupported Severn transfer
Re-use (or transfer from Severn Trent)

Table 12 - GARD's proposed modification of Thames Water's preferred programme
Our proposed changes to Thames Water’s preferred programme for London (highlighted in pink)
are:
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1. Increasing the reduction in bulk transfer to Essex & Suffolk Water to 45 Ml/d.
2. The early implementation of the Oxford Canal transfer and transfers from Wessex Water
and Henley zone into SWOX, giving 32 Ml/d of DO combined, which would put back the
need for a major scheme by about three years.
3. A 100 Ml/d unsupported Severn transfer to be implemented by 2030.
4. A 30 Ml/d development in the mid-2030s which could either be a 30 Ml/d re-use scheme
or further imports via the Severn transfer (eg redeployment of Vyrnwy reservoir).
In essence, we are proposing that TW’s proposed 150 Ml/d Beckton re-use scheme should be
replaced by the options above. This would provide NPV savings of:


about £320 million in the total cost for the London zone



about £13 million in the SWOX zone

There are further potential savings through cutting back the demand management programme
in the Thames Valley – perhaps another £40 million.
There would be several strategic advantages of our proposal:
1. “New” water would be brought into the Thames through the Severn-Thames, Oxford
canal and Wessex transfers. The fundamental problem facing the supplies to London is
that the River Thames is already heavily committed. Any new water is a strategic benefit.
2. The introduction of “new” water into the Upper Thames catchment provides the
opportunity to relieve pressure on some over-abstracted rivers and aquifers, which may
be subject to future Sustainability Reductions.
3. Once built, the transfer pipeline from the Severn has the capacity to further increase
deployable output by supporting the transfer with additional water from within the
Severn catchment or beyond. There are numerous options for additional water in Severn
Trent’s dWRMP, as well as the option to redeploy United Utilities’ take from Vyrnwy
reservoir. Many of these options appear to have a lower cost than the effluent re-use
options within the Thames catchment.
4. The effluent re-use options in the Thames catchment would be relatively quick to
implement, once the principle of their effectiveness has been established. Therefore, the
re-use options can be kept in reserve for unforeseen increases in demand, further
Sustainability Reductions or impacts of climate change.
5. The inclusion of a 30 Ml/d re-use scheme in the programme provides the opportunity to
establish the effectiveness of this type of scheme.
In our opinion, the development programme we have suggested has many advantages over
Thames Water’s preferred plan. Provided that any environmental issues associated with the
Severn transfer can be over-come, its inclusion in the preferred plan has great cost and strategic
benefits. For this reason we consider it essential that this option is now fully and transparently
investigated.
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4.3

The programme for the Thames Valley

The programme for the Thames Valley would be affected by the plan that GARD has proposed
for London. Also, whatever programme is selected for the Thames Valley will have an influence
on the programme for London. The issues are:
1. GARD has proposed that the Preferred Plan for London should include transfers into the
SWOX zone from the Severn, Wessex Water and the Henley zone. As explained in our
Section 4.2, there would, therefore, be no need for the demand management measures
that TW has proposed for SWOX at a NPV cost of about £80 million.
2. The demand management measures that Thames Water has proposed for SWOX zone
will reduce the amounts of sewage effluent into the Thames, thereby reducing drought
flows in the Thames and reducing the deployable output of supplies for London. Has this
factor been evaluated by Thames Water and taken into account in its plans?
In GARD’s opinion, the Preferred Plan for the Thames Valley needs to be re-assessed taking
account of these issues.
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5.

Further work by Thames Water

5.1

To complete the final dWRMP

From our review of the draft WRMP we have identified a number of areas where we consider
substantial additional work and revision is required:
1. Reviewing the base case deployable output for London. We have raised a number of
concerns that could lead to an increase of up to 200 Ml/d for the DO for London. These
concerns need to be closed out, one way or the other.
2. The deployable output of unsupported Severn transfer options. TW appear to have
ignored the Public Inquiry Inspector’s finding on the need to change the Lower Thames
Control Diagram for each option. This should either be justified or the DO estimates
should be corrected.
3. There appear to be major errors in the operating costs and carbon costs for the Severn
transfer options. These should be corrected.
4. TW has received offers of transfers of water from other water companies through their
OJEU advertisement. These have not yet been properly evaluated. They are likely to
have a material impact on the Preferred Plan, so they need to be evaluated to the same
standard as all other options.
5. The costs for the Oxford canal transfer option appear to have been grossly overestimated. They need to be either corrected or transparently justified.
6. The plans for the SWOX zone need to be re-evaluated in the light of the adverse impact
that TW’s proposed demand management would have on London’s deployable output
and the benefits for London that would arise from the transfers into the zone from
Wessex Water or the Henley zone.
7. Now that Essex & Suffolk have completed their draft WRMP and found that they have a
surplus of some 35 Ml/d to 66 Ml/d through their plan period, and considering the
government policy that adjacent water companies should share existing spare resources,
then TW and ESW should agree a further extension of the reduction in the Chigwell
transfer. The costs associated with the transfer reduction should be reconsidered in the
light of GARD’s comments.
8. TW, RWE and EA should reach an agreement on the re-allocation of water from the
closure of Didcot A power station and provide a firm statement for the final Plan.
9. The increase in outage allowance for London from 15 to 36 Ml/d, despite expenditure of
£80 million in AMP5 should be either corrected or transparently justified.
In view of the extent of modification to the dWRMP which is likely from the above issues, we
propose that there should be further public consultation on the dWRMP before it is finalised.
TW should provide the outstanding information requested by GARD and should meet them to
resolve differences where possible.
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5.2

In AMP6

Our review of the dWRMP has demonstrated again the benefits and strategic significance of
transferring water from the Severn to the Thames. The dWRMP has correctly shown the
importance of reaching a decision by the end of AMP6 on the preferred option for a major
resource development, if it is needed.
In our opinion, the investigations into the Severn transfer options in AMP5 have been
insufficient in terms of scope, depth and transparency. Therefore we propose that the final Plan
should include full details of the scope of all the investigations that are planned in AMP6.

Effluent re-use trials should be conducted at all the STWs that could form part of future
developments. The choice of process will have a significant impact on the cost effectiveness of
re-use options, so needs to be a focus of investigations in AMP6. Each re-use option will need to
be considered separately, taking account of local conditions. The evidence behind the selection
of process for each option should be presented transparently.
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Appendix A – Redeployment of Vyrnwy Reservoir
Extract from NRA’s 1994 Water Resources Development Strategy
for England & Wales
‘Other Options’ - Supplementary Report No 4
May 1994
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